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“

We evolved in a time when change was linear and local –
we live in a time where change is exponential and global.
Peter Diamandis, engineer, physician, and entrepreneur

”

QUICK CHANGE

B

oth authors work every day with business leaders, and understand from direct
experience that their biggest single task is handling change. And it’s a moving target.

Until very recently, human history was characterised by long periods of stability, creating a
gentle cycle of change, with eras of rest where everything returned to 'normal'. Humans are
predisposed to create systems, certainty and predictability, and people had a chance to build
a new routine around the different circumstances. As recently as two or three hundred years
ago, people could expect that they would experience one major change in their entire
lifetime. Now even the idea of a single, discrete change seems quaint.
Businesses are spending millions of hours and dollars on solutions. Googling ‘change
management theory’ shows 146 million results, and every theory has its own set of
processes, levels, goals, strategies, milestones, metrics, implementations, stakeholder
engagements, risks, dependencies, and ROIs. Googling ‘change management failure’ shows
70% of change management projects don’t work 1.
Existing theories are costing a fortune and not working. There’s a missing link.

WHY BUSINESS SCHOOL THEORIES DON’T WORK
Business theory has always privileged rationality. Decisions are based on logic, reason and
data, and the more important the decision, the more analytical tools are brought to bear to
weigh up the pros and cons of any argument. The same approach is applied to risk, with
highly advanced statistical modelling and algorithms used to quantify risks and benefits. This
modelling assumes decisions are best made intellectually, by understanding all the facts and
applying a rational logic to them. The belief has been that emotion detracts from logic and

1

Keller and Aiken ‘The Inconvenient Truth About Change Management’
http://www.mckinsey.com/App_Media/Reports/Financial_Services/The_Inconvenient_Truth_About_Change_Management.pdf
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reason and that our prefrontal cortex, the executive suite and thinking part of the brain is
what matters.
But the latest research in neuroscience indicates this may not be the case. Decision making
that appears purely rational is in fact framed by patterns of behaviour evolved by early
humanity on the plains of Africa. When everything is changing at once, the neurological
mechanisms humans evolved hundreds of thousands of years ago are unable to cope. In
neurological terms, limbic brain processes in the amygdala may frame human responses
and pre-empt rational decision-making.

EVOLUTION
Our brains, like the rest of our bodies, evolved to stay safe – anyone who wasn’t got killed
before they had a chance to pass on their genes. Anything new, such as a new idea, a new
process, or meeting a new person, triggers a stress response. There are two responses: either
move away from a potential threat, or move towards a potential reward.
The default is to ‘move away’, and ask questions later. That’s why when given the choice
between something known or something new, the brain automatically prefers what has been
tried and tested, even when the alternative is evidently more likely to produce a better
outcome. That made sense on hundreds of thousands of years ago when humans were
hunting on the plains of Africa and the potential choice was whether or not to approach a
sabre-toothed tiger. The humans who assumed it was a threat were the ones who got to pass
on their genes. It’s left us with a genetic tendency to avoid change.

NEUROSCIENCE
The part of the brain associated with the threat response is known as the limbic system. It
incorporates the area called the amygdala that generates the full spectrum of emotion
subconsciously. We experience our emotion at a conscious level as feelings.
Because change engenders a large ‘away’ response, the amygdala becomes hyperactive
and begins to generate the negative emotion of fear. This subconscious part of the brain has
the effect of predetermining reactions to a proposed change and is shaped by our perception
of our reality, our values and beliefs. It is very often this state of fear that stops people in their
tracks and limits access to alternative viewpoints or perception.
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Meanwhile, logic, rationale and analysis are
driven by our conscious, thinking part of
the brain, the Pre Frontal Cortex (PFC). This
part of our brain regulates those emotions that
are processed by the amygdala and also
integrates other brain circuitry so we can encode
memory, recall those important details and focus
on what is important to us.
In essence, this continual delicate interplay
between the PFC and amygdala means there is
nothing we can do to prevent what we perceive
as rational reactions being framed by emotion.
Any threat that our brain perceives and reacts to
with emotion is universally recognised. Therefore,
all organisational change, whether a global
initiative or a local policy change will include
these same elements. Through understanding
how threats are perceived by the brain, we can
plan how to deal with them – because we can
learn how to minimise the threat response in
ourselves and in others.

THE PLASTIC BRAIN

O

In early evolutions of humanity
two key threats were ever
present. One was to be seen as
irrelevant, incompetent or separate
from the from 'the tribe', the other
was anything that put the status quo
at risk. In the finely balanced world of
subsistence living either state of
affairs was a threat to the entire
group. There was simply not enough
surplus to carry non-contributing
members, or to innovate radically.
We inherit these 'threats' to this day,
even though they do not serve us in
today’s rapidly changing world. Most
people will avoid feeling or appearing
incompetent among their peers, even
if it means not learning and adapting.
At the most extreme, these reactions
to threat activate our primal 'Flight,
Fight or Freeze' system. In the modern
world they show up as Avoidance,
Defensiveness and Disengagement.
All this happens at the level of
reaction rather than logic.

ne of the most important discoveries to
come out of the field of neuroscience has

been the realisation that brains are plastic, in the
scientific sense. They ‘exhibit adaptability to
change

or

variety

in

the

environment’

2

,

continually physically changing, making new
chemical and electrical connections in response to
demands. Stroke victims’ brains find ways round

2

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/plastic
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dead cells to start controlling limbs and speech, for instance, and taxi drivers’ brains show
growth when they learn their routes. Humans can literally, physically, think differently, learn
new skills, and develop new habits. Old dogs can’t help learning new tricks.
The basal ganglia that are part of the limbic system are where we form our habits 3. Our
working memory in the prefrontal cortex, is of limited capacity and extremely energy hungry
so it makes sense to automate as much of our repetitive behaviour as possible as. Most of
our habits are formed and operated entirely by our subconscious. In everyday life, this works
well, preventing humans spending time and energy rethinking every basic daily action from
first principles.
The other reason change is so hard is because of the 'error' detecting process of the brain –
the orbital cortex strongly stimulates the brain's error detection system, which assumes
unfamiliar processes are ‘wrong’. Combining with the amygdala’s processing, this pushes
towards an emotional response to situations, rather than a logical, analytical or practical
approach. The effect is that it takes a lot more cognitive 'push' to do something new, and
feels uncomfortable and stressful. It can make us stubbornly resistant to change.
But neuroplasticity implies that people are not imprisoned in their thinking by existing
patterns, or genetic makeup. The brain’s 86 billion neurons are continually looking for
the opportunity to create new synaptic connections that will lead to the formation of new
neural pathways. We do it automatically all the time as we learn new information, encode
new memories and create new habits. It provides the potential to change behaviour and
learned responses.
Hebbs law

4

states 'neurons that fire together, wire together' – creating synaptic

connections itself forms and strengthens those neural networks which then integrate into
established brain functions.

3

Deutschman, A (2005). 'Change or Die.' Fast Company 94:53-59 and Leiberman, M (2007). 'Social Cognitive Neuroscience: A
Review of Core Processes.' Annual Review of Psychology 58:259-89.

4

www.cs.rit.edu/~lr/courses/nn/lecture/topic6.pdf
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WHY THIS HELPS BUSINESSES

B

y knowing why we think or behave in a certain way, it is possible to understand how to
nurture best performance: develop new ways of doing things, motivate and engage

people at a deeper and more meaningful level – and ultimately lift productivity and the
bottom line 5.
People’s mind-set is a personalised rule-book which determines perception of a situation
evolved through experience and social networks and tends to be either 'fixed' or 'growth'
orientated. Carol Dweck 6 from Stanford University, one of the world’s leading authorities on
mind-set, has revealed how, as with other aspects of our brain function, we can train our brain
to think differently and change to a mind-set that is more helpful to us.
This means supporting the brain’s innate ability to ‘rewire’ itself can help businesses change
and therefore become up to 3.5 times more likely to outperform competitors 7.
Reshaping our habits and behaviour can be achieved by using the power of our focussed
attention of our prefrontal cortex, mindful action and our will-power or self-control. This
produces what is called self-directed neuroplasticity. Concentrating thoughts or focus has
the effect of stabilising the brain. The more focus on one particular neural circuit or
pathway, the more neural circuits remain active and dynamic, leading to physical changes
in the brain's structure.
Working

to

produce

change

requires

determining a new action or pathway, then
created and strengthened through repeated
practice. The aim is not to eliminate the old
pattern, but to make the new way of doing
things strong enough to be the default path of
choice made by the brain when faced with a
particular cue.

5

It's like changing the route to
work. A driver follows the same
route for years, because it’s the most
effective path. When a new bypass
opens, it makes the journey quicker
and more reliable. After a few trips,
she takes the new route as
automatically as the old one.

Towers Watson 2013-2014 Change and Communication ROI Study

6

Carol Dweck author of 'Mind-set — the new psychology of success' outlines how a growth mind-set can be cultivated.

7

Towers Watson 2013-2014 Change and Communication ROI Study
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MODEL HABITS

T

here have been a number of models proposed to help us to change mind-set. One of
the most popular currently circulating was proposed by Charles Duhigg in his book

'The Power of Habit' 8 in which he describes how reprogramming habits requires three
separate steps:
1. Identifying what needs to change
2. Examine the existing habit manifests itself
3. Create a new association or pathway to lead to a different outcome or reward
Jeffery Schwartz 9 , neuropsychiatrist from UCLA and author of 'You Are Not Your Brain',
created an approach to help people with obsessive-compulsive disorder by managing
behavioural thought patterns. This has now been incorporated into a simple four-step
process that can be easily applied to changing things in relation to business, work or life.
This process has been shown to empower the mind and lead to an increased sense of wellbeing and happiness 10. It also leads to the desired change in what may have previously been
seen as faulty brain chemistry. This can work particularly well when dealing with limiting selfbeliefs, such as a thought pattern that goes along the line of 'that's not possible' or 'I can't do
that', and replacing it with a more open responsive pathway, open to alternatives and
options that there may be a new way or a better way of doing things. It promotes a solution
focus to problems.
The most dynamic inducer of change is experiencing a moment of insight, sometimes called
the ‘Aha’ moment. A completely new neural pathway is created, which translates into a
'knowing' or understanding that this is the best way forward. Coaches have found helping
their clients to generate their own insights leads to the most progress in instigating enduring
change. People who ‘own’ a proposed change find it is much more likely to succeed.
In business terms, this means deep-seated emotional reactions will frame human resistance
to proposed change, well established neuroscientific methods can tackle that resistance, and
organisational change hinges on helping others develop their own insight and see for
themselves how the proposed change will help them.

8

Duhigg,C (2012). The Power of Habit: Why we do what we do and how to change. William Heinemann Random House London

9

Schwartz, J.M. (2011) You are not Your Brain: The Four Step Solution for changing bad habits, ending unhealthy thinking and
taking control of your life. Penguin Group New York

10

Rock, D, and Schwartz, J (2006). 'The Neuroscience of Leadership' Strategy + Business 43: 72-82
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FOUR ARCHETYPES

F

aced with change, there are four identified archetypal behaviours: adapt, thrive, survive,
and danger. By applying neuroscientific research, we can move from the two negative

categories (danger and survive) to the two positive categories (thrive and adapt).

THE DANGER ZONE
People in the danger zone are quite simply overwhelmed. As each new challenge presents
itself they get further and further into a tailspin. They are in a deeply reactive space,
exhibiting the all the characteristics of Fight, Flight, or Freeze – one of our most ancient,
hard-wired mechanisms of survival. People in this state will be either be obnoxious,
aggressive and hard to deal with (Fight), constantly avoiding you/the issues at hand (Flight)
or seemingly stuck and unable to act at all (Freeze). They may oscillate wildly between
these states. The action they take often adds to the problem and causes issues for those
around them.
Anyone can end up in the Danger Zone when circumstances are challenging and difficult,
but for our health, wellbeing and effectiveness, it’s not a place to inhabit for long. People in
the Danger Zone create more work and stress for themselves and those around them. In the
worst of cases they can magnify problems and stress by a factor of ten.

THE SURVIVAL ZONE
There are people who manage to survive when confronted by challenges and change. The
Survival Zone is not a sustainable place. It’s characterised by ‘keeping it together’ to get
through. People in the Survival Zone are able to manage their emotions and their actions to
bring about a result. However, it’s unlikely the results will be outstanding, and there is a
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physical, emotional and mental cost of keeping it together. Operating in this zone is
tolerable for short periods of time. In the longer term it’s exhausting and unsustainable.
While they don’t magnify problems, and do contribute to the solution, people in this zone
negatively impact the situation due to their levels of stress, the unsustainable nature of the
zone, and in the longer term, negative effects on physical, emotional and mental well-being,
which in turn lead to absenteeism, increased risk of error, declining motivation and other
issues for the workplace. Overall, their negative impact in a change environment is a factor
of five.

THE THRIVE ZONE
People in the Thrive Zone have a seemingly unlimited ability to handle whatever is thrown at
them. Sometimes it appears that the tougher it gets the more they grow and the greater their
ability to handle it. And it’s not a case of the popular philosophy of ‘toughen up’. These are
people who are aware of their physical, mental and emotional health and have strategies in
place to manage them well when the going gets tough. Thrivers are calm under pressure and
are able to quickly separate emotion from reality and make good decisions, which they then
back up with rapid action. They are open to learning. When something goes wrong, rather
than getting angry or depressed, they grab the lessons to be learned and effectively move on.
They have great, positive energy and realistic optimism that carries them forward. Changes
and challenges seem to motivate and inspire them.
Thriving people do what they say they will do, and are largely unflappable. They are present,
productive, flexible and reliable. They positively impact the environment by a factor of five.
Ideally, most of a team should be in this zone. A team of Thrivers is dynamic and cohesive
and works extremely well under pressure.

THE ADAPTOR ZONE
People who can genuinely adapt are the most dynamic of all. They not only thrive in a
pressure situation but are able to genuinely adapt themselves and their environment to
create something new and more powerful from the challenges they face.
They literally spread calm in uncertain situations, so that people around them actually settle
and potentially even move up a full zone just by being in their presence. They are able to
lead dynamically in highly variable and uncertain environments by creating certainty in how
they respond to the situation and to others.
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Adaptors often completely reinvent themselves as a
result of pressure but always maintain a strong
sense of themselves throughout. They are defined
more by how they respond than what they actually
do. This reinvention spreads to others in the form
of greater stability, wealth, health and other
markers of prosperity. People are generally happy
to follow Adaptors, because they create a strong
sense

of

progress,

safety

and

worthwhile

endeavour in those around them.

Ideally, leaders spend the majority of
their time as Thrivers or Adapters. It’s
an easier, more effective and less
stressful place to operate from.
Realistically, everyone will have times
that they fall below the line, so
strategies and skills to quickly move
back above the line and help others
to do the same are a vital part of
business leadership.

The majority of the leadership team should be people who spend most of their time in this
zone, and can rapidly move back to it when they are knocked off balance. Because of their
ability to generate genuinely new and dynamic results, coupled with their ability to lead
others, experience shows Adaptors positively influence their environment by a factor of ten.

STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE
With a little work it is possible for any business to develop a team that thrives and adapts,
regardless of what they are facing. People can override their reactions to change by
willpower, but willpower is a limited resource. It becomes exhausted. 11 Relying too much on
logic to override reactive responses can lead to snapping back to the reactive response and
become less inclined to try again. Teams and businesses that consistently thrive and adapt in
change have been found to use four key elements.

11

1.

CREATING CERTAINTY

2.

CHOICE AND CONTROL

3.

CLEAR DECISIONS

4.

TAKING ACTION

J Pers Soc Psychol. 2007 Feb;;92(2):325-36. Self-control relies on glucose as a limited energy source: willpower is more
than a metaphor. Gailliot MT, Baumeister RF, DeWall CN, Maner JK, Plant EA, Tice DM, Brewer LE, Schmeichel BJ.
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1. CREATING CERTAINTY
For the vast majority of people there is a strong need for a sense of certainty. In situations
where people feel uncertain, they also perceive threat and neurologically, this has been
shown to override rationality. There are strong practical implications to this, including
reduced performance, stress, and inability to think clearly. Certainty is a key requirement for
teams maintaining strong cohesion and performance in change environments.
But by definition, certainty will be largely absent from the change environment so successful
leaders, teams and organisations create their own certainty independent of that environment.
The result is a powerful sense of security and safety which they are able to fully control. In
turn this liberates them to face radical changes with clarity and fearlessness.
In practice, teams can focus on key actions to build certainty. Together they massively boost
team cohesiveness, resilience under pressure and results.
ACTIONS TO CREATE CERTAINTY
INCREASE

ACCOUNTABILITY

– GET

FOCUSSED ON DOING WHAT YOU SAY YOU WILL DO, WHEN YOU

SAID YOU WILL DO IT. IF CHANGES KNOCK THE OUTCOME OR TIME FRAME OFF COURSE, COMMIT TO
COMMUNICATING THAT AND RENEGOTIATING THE ORIGINAL AGREEMENT.

TALK EXPECTATIONS 

DISCUSS AND CLARIFY EXPECTATIONS FROM ANY GIVEN SITUATION.

THE

GAP

BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE’S EXPECTATIONS, OR BETWEEN EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY IS THE SEED OF
DISCONTENT, DISAPPOINTMENT, STRESS AND CONFLICT.

REDUCE BLAME - PLAY AS A TEAM. ANY FORM OF FINGER POINTING AND BLAME MAKES PEOPLE FAR LESS
LIKELY TO TAKE RISKS AND EMBRACE CHANGE ENVIRONMENTS. FOCUS INSTEAD ON LEARNING AND
PROBLEM SOLVING.
GET

EXCITED ABOUT INSIGHTS AND INNOVATIONS

-

REWARD AND ACKNOWLEDGE THINKING AND

ACTION THAT MOVES IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

CELEBRATE - BUILD IN CONSISTENT PAUSES TO ACKNOWLEDGE POSITIVE PROGRESS. IT HELPS MAINTAIN
A POSITIVE PERCEPTION OF THE TEAM ENVIRONMENT AND BUILDS ENERGY AND COMMITMENT.
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2. CHOICE AND CONTROL
Ensuring that people have a genuine say in the types and direction of change significantly
increases their sense of certainty and control, which in turn it reduces the threat, which in turn
reduces resistance to change. One of the worst approaches to change in a business is to present
proposed changes as a fait accompli. In almost every case, it results in resistance and rebellion,
often outside of the formal interactions of the change process. People will agree to a particular
course of action in public meetings, and then undermine and subvert change efforts. Such
actions are not necessarily deliberately disruptive, they are often subconscious attempts to reduce
the perceived threat and regain a sense of choice and control.
Limited options are one of the greatest
activators of our threat response. People

It’s easy to understand why

especially resist either/or choices. Despite

either/or

this,

change

adversarial,

is

often

either/or

framed

terms

such

choices

are

so

in

challenging by going back to ancient

as,

roots. An either/or choice almost

“Either you are on this journey with us, or

always

had

significant

negative

you are off the team”, forcing people into a

consequences

whichever

side

deeply reactive state.

chose. Either turn and face the tiger

There’s a need for balance when it comes
to choice. Too much choice leads to
confusion and less action, increasing the

we

or keep running off the cliff. Either
fight the invaders or flee your village
and livelihood.

likelihood that we sit on the fence and not

Either/or

was

meant

choosing

choose at all. 12

between bad and worse. Either/or
choices are hard wired into our

Leadership in change environments means
crafting

a

clear,

compelling

system to be avoided at all costs.

and

unwavering vision within which choices can
be discussed and made.

12

Research by Sheena Iyengar, PhD, a management professor at Columbia University Business School,
and Mark Lepper, PhD,
a psychology professor at Stanford University clearly demonstrated that too much choice reduced action.
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AUTONOMY
Autonomy tends to focus around choice – the
sense of having the control to determine 'what
comes next' even when there is uncertainty about
what it might actually entail.
There is a strong link between autonomy and
certainty. The more we feel we have a voice in
determining a choice, the more certain we
become about it.
Reducing the brain’s threat associated with loss
of autonomy requires us to re-appraise the
situation. We need to understand the reality of a
situation, rather than dramatised version which
we may have been telling ourselves.
Autonomy in the workplace is about providing
choice, or at least the perception of choice.
Studies have shown that autonomy is strongly
correlated to our health and wellbeing. Enjoying

During the period that BHP was
under the stewardship of Marius
Kloppers, micromanagement hit an
all-time high. When the staff were
moved into new offices in Perth,
they were presented with an eleven
page
document
outlining
the
company’s 'clean desk policy.' This
went down to the level of
disallowing more than one personal
photograph A5 size on a desk, to
determining that only cold soup
could be consumed at one’s desk,
not anything that was hot or spicy.
The aim had been to boost
productivity by removing clutter. The
effect was staff turnover that year hit
an all-time high.

autonomy is what drives our intrinsic motivation. Creating autonomy in the workplace
empowers staff to simply get on with doing their job well without close supervision.
ACTIONS TO PROMOTE CHOICE AND CONTROL
LEADERS SHOULD CREATE A CLEAR VISION - FOCUSSED STRONGLY ON THE 'WHY'. THE VISION BECOMES
THE FRAMEWORK FOR CHOICE, COMPELLING ENOUGH THAT YOUR STAFF CHOOSE TO BRING IT TO LIFE.
ENCOURAGE

DISCUSSION, DEBATE AND CHOICE

-

WITHIN THE STRONG FRAMEWORK OF VISION,

ABOUT HOW IT SHOULD BE ACHIEVED.

AVOID MICROMANAGEMENT - STAFF WHO FEEL CONSIDERED COMPETENT, RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY
BY THEIR MANAGER OR BOSS WILL NOT ONLY PERFORM BETTER, BUT MAY ALSO LOOK FOR WAYS TO
WORK EVEN HARDER AND TO CREATE SOLUTIONS FOR PROCESSES THAT NEED UPDATING OR REVIEWING.
ENCOURAGE

FEEDBACK AND DIALOGUE WITH ALL STAFF MEMBERS.

OF BELONGING TO A TEAM OR ORGANISATION AND BEING

FEELING ‘HEARD’ BUILDS A SENSE
VALUED, EVEN IF IT WILL HAVE NO DIRECT

EFFECT ON THE LONG TERM OUTCOME.
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3. CLEAR DECISIONS
Change involves making a series of decisions:
→ A decision to introduce a new idea
→ A decision to formulate a plan to implement it
→ A decision to initiate the action needed
→ A decision to measure and review the process
In the business world, we like to think that any decisions we make, especially the important
ones, are based on logic and reason: that the Pre Frontal Cortex (PFC), the executive suite
and thinking part of the brain is what matters as we use our analytical prowess to weigh up
the pros and cons of any argument. Emotion has been tainted as being bad for decision
making – it detracts from logic and reason.
As outlined earlier in this paper, neuroscience
makes clear that emotions cannot be
removed from decision making, even when
we think we are doing so. In fact, attempting
to remove emotion leads to worse decisions.
Managing

emotion

decision-making

as

is

crucial

to

good

it

ensures

that

the

prefrontal cortex, the analytical, logical,
rational part of the brain remains accessible
at all times.
Suppressing emotion has been shown to be not
only ineffective, but detrimental to short term
memory

and

thinking

skills.

In

Without emotion we become
paralysed, unable to make any
decisions.
A man called Elliot lost his ability to
experience emotion as a result of
brain surgery, and consequently would
agonise for hours over the smallest of
choices and decisions. Without
emotion we can fall into the state of
'analysis paralysis' whereby we either
avoid making a decision at all, or
make one very quickly to try and avoid
any associated feelings.

addition,

suppressing our emotion, causes others around us subconsciously mirror it and they
experience the same activation of their own amygdala and blood pressure, so everyone feels
worse. Suppressing emotion may manifest as poor judgment or the wrong decision being
made, particularly if the situation is one of crisis.
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ACTIONS TO IMPROVE DECISION MAKING
CONSIDER ALL ALTERNATIVES - DECISIONS ARE BEST MADE AFTER WEIGHING UP ALL THE OPTIONS THAT
COMBINES CONSCIOUS LOGIC AND ANALYTICAL THINKING WITH SUBCONSCIOUS VALUES AND BELIEFS.
INVOLVE AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE - INVITE OTHERS ESPECIALLY IF THEY HAVE AN OPPOSITE VIEWPOINT.
THIS WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE THEIR SENSE OF AUTONOMY, CHOICE AND CONTROL, BUT ALSO HELP AVOID
PERSONAL BLIND-SPOTS.
ASK THE COUNTERINTUITIVE QUESTION - ‘WHAT IS THE DIRECT OPPOSITE OF WHAT I THINK IS HAPPENING
HERE?’ THIS WILL HELP ENSURE MULTIPLE POSSIBILITIES ARE CONSIDERED AND REDUCE THE CHANCE OF
FALLING VICTIM TO BLIND SPOTS.
ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS - THE WORDS OR LANGUAGE USED WHEN ASKING A QUESTION CAN HAVE
A HUGELY POLARISING IMPACT ON THE ANSWER GIVEN. FOR INSTANCE, IN THE 1999 REFERENDUM ON
WHETHER AUSTRALIA SHOULD BECOME A REPUBLIC MANY PEOPLE FELT THE QUESTION WAS SO BADLY
WORDED, IT CAUSED CONFUSION AS TO WHAT WAS ACTUALLY BEING ASKED AND SO THE OBVIOUS
RESPONSE BECAME TO SAY 'NO'.
TRUST INTUITION - IT WORKS1. BRING TO BEAR YOUR EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE ALTHOUGH IF YOU
ARE OPERATING IN TOTALLY UNFAMILIAR TERRITORY EXTERNAL HELP IS OFTEN NEEDED.

4. TAKE ACTION
Action is one of the most fear inducing
elements of change – what if it’s the wrong
action?
Ultimately it doesn’t matter.
You will still learn something.
In a change environment this is critical,
especially if you tend to suffer from paralysis by
analysis.

On Mike’s survival courses groups
often spend time second guessing
decisions, wasting precious time,
energy and resources. Groups who
commit to action arrive at their
destination with more energy and in
better shape than indecisive groups.
The very process of taking action
teaches you so much and it’s easier to
adjust on the fly than to anticipate
every possibility before you act.

ACTIONS TO IMPROVE ACTION
COMMIT TO TAKING ACTION - EVEN WHEN THERE IS SOME INDECISION. MAKE A MOVE.
ELIMINATE THE LANGUAGE OF 'RIGHT' AND 'WRONG' - FOCUS INSTEAD ON EFFECTIVE, OR INEFFECTIVE.
TAKE ACTION TO IMPROVE INEFFECTIVE ACTIONS STRAIGHT AWAY.
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EMBRACE CHANGE

C

hange can be challenging, difficult and resisted. It can also provide enormous
opportunity, growth and potential not just to survive but to adapt and thrive for the

future. Staying clear of the Danger Zone allows for continuing evolution and development.
It is not the most intelligent, the wealthiest or those with the most technology that will
succeed. It will be those organisations which recognise and develop the mental capital of all
their employees, creating a work culture where individual strength is acknowledged and
valued, and teamwork is fostered and encouraged through effective collaboration and
synergy of shared values and beliefs.
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IF YOU WANT MORE….

W

e are passionate about helping businesses thrive and adapt through change. Feel
free to contact us about the ideas in this book and how you can apply them to your

business. We would love to work with you.
We deliver a number of presentations, workshops and mentoring sessions to businesses like
yours, both as a team and individually. These are designed to help you make the most of
your business and your team in times of change.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Mike House
Thrive and Adapt
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MIKE HOUSE

DR JENNY BROCKIS

M

J

ike grew up on a farm in the south west of
WA and spent his formative years exploring
and observing the bush, sometimes alone,
sometimes with his father who holds generations
of wisdom, and sometimes with Noongar people
who held millennia of wisdom.

Over the past 15 years Mike has applied himself
to instructing and learning about survival and
change processes. He has worked with
multinational
corporations,
international
documentary crews, celebrities and human
services organisations. He brings to leadership
and business an ability to interpret timeless
wisdom and connect it with the issues of the
present. His clients describe him as a thoughtful
and thorough listener who brings clarity and
focus, a challenger of conventional wisdom, and
an agent of change.
It is that wisdom and depth of experience that
makes any interaction with Mike informative,
colourful, deep and profound.
Our fundamental survival instincts have a
profound impact on our success in business,
relationships, and change environments. Using
insights from the natural environment, survival
experience and psychology (both ancient and
modern) and current change models and theories,
Mike introduces his clients to readily applicable
knowledge and tools to transform their results and
decrease their stress.
Mike is passionate about developing business
leaders and teams who shine in uncertain
environments.

“What a ride!... it was fun, exciting, stretching,
made me think and be mindful. An excellent
combination of practical activity, thinking and
reflection. Be prepared to laugh and be
challenged. Fantastic!”
Russell Thom, workshop participant

enny is a medical practitioner and business
owner and is obsessed about understanding
more about why we think and behave the way we
do i.e. the human brain and behaviour. Her work
is focused on helping others to find that sense of
achievement and fulfilment that comes from
being able to enjoy our work, working hard and
doing it well.

It is her belief that all future business success will
come from business owners and organisations who
choose to invest in their most precious asset - the
brains of those who work for them. Brain health
and wellbeing is essential in a world that is
increasingly busy, complex and demanding.
Jenny has worked with business leaders, educators
and companies interpreting the findings of the latest
brain science that marry into practical applications,
to help all brains work to their true potential.
A chameleon of change, Jenny’s professional life
has spanned from Nightingale Nurse, to qualifying
as a Medical Practitioner, gaining her Fellowship in
General Practice and Post Graduate Certificate in
the Neuroscience of Leadership to now working as
a Brain Health Specialist. As principal of her own
group medical practice and director of several
family owned companies, Jenny has always found
her greatest learning has been derived from
working with others. A self-confessed nerd and
totally addicted to learning and good coffee, Jenny
has discovered her purpose, which is to inspire
others to give our brains the attention they deserve,
so as to enjoy better thinking and better outcomes
in everything we do.

“Jenny had the audience in the palm of her hand.
Her presentation was informative, inspiring and a
call to action.'
John Davey,
The West Australian Business Club

“Mike House is a world-class presenter! …His
presentation was nothing short of superb. He is
an engaging, authentic and sharp presenter.”

' ...such an insightful, clear and interesting
presentation. A complex topic presented simply
and graphically - empowering and motivating.”

Paula Smith, President, National Speakers
Assoc (WA)

Maria Daniel,
Disability Services Commission
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DR JENNY BROCKIS
www.drjennybrockis.com
@jennybrockis
Jenny Brockis
jenny@drjennybrockis.com
PO Box 512, Floreat, WA 6014

MIKE HOUSE
www.mikehouse.com.au
mike@mikehouse.com.au
www.mikehouse.info
Mike House
themikehouse
themikehouse
@thriveandadapt
PO Box 4171, Victoria Park WA 6979

